A single source to insure your people, your property and your practice

As your provider for Lawyer’s Professional Liability insurance, CNA is already helping you in insuring your practice. Now, we are excited to introduce a comprehensive business owners policy that provides coverage designed specifically for law practices.

CNA Connect® Lawyer’s Choice: Comprehensive coverages set above the bar

Combining property and general liability protection, CNA Connect® offers a wide range of coverages, limits and deductible options that go well beyond industry standards.

Paired with the Lawyer’s Choice Endorsement, CNA Connect® delivers a flexible, competitively priced custom package based on the needs of your practice. CNA Connect® Lawyer’s Choice offers the specialized coverages and increased limits for a relevant, customized insurance solution created just for you. Coverages, coverage extensions, and limits available under CNA Connect® include the following:

- **Business Income Billable Hours Option** – $10,000
- **Valuable Papers and Records** – Additional $100,000 limits available up to $1,000,000
- **General Liability Limits** – Available up to $2,000,000/$4,000,000
- **Damage to Premises Rented to You** – $300,000
- **Employee Dishonesty** – $25,000 limits available up to $1,000,000
- **Unauthorized Business Card Use** – $5,000

Spend less time thinking about your business insurance and more time doing what makes you successful with the help of CNA.
# Quick Quote Form

**FIRM NAME**

**CONTACT**

**STREET ADDRESS**

**CITY**

**STATE**

**ZIP**

**TELEPHONE**

**FACSIMILE**

**E-MAIL**

**WEB SITE**

**BUSINESS POLICY RENEWAL DATE**

**CURRENT COMMERCIAL INSURANCE CARRIER**

**PREMIUM**

**FEDERAL EMPLOYER ID (FEIN)**

**NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES**

**ANNUAL PAYROLL**

**ANNUAL SALES VOLUME**

## BUILDING INFORMATION:

**DO YOU OWN OR RENT?**

- [ ] OWN
- [ ] RENT

**YEAR BUILDING WAS BUILT**

**SQ. FEET**

**NUMBER OF STORIES**

**CONSTRUCTION TYPE:**

- [ ] FRAME
- [ ] JOINTED MASONRY
- [ ] NON-COMBUSTIBLE
- [ ] FIRE RESISTIVE

**SPRINKLERS:**

- [ ] YES
- [ ] NO

**GENERAL LIABILITY LIMIT:**

- [ ] $1,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE, $2,000,000 AGGREGATE
- [ ] $2,000,000 PER OCCURRENCE, $4,000,000 AGGREGATE

**BUSINESS PERSONAL PROPERTY**

**TOTAL AMOUNT TO REPLACE OFFICE AS NEW**

**BUILDING LIMIT (IF OWNED)**

---

One or more of the CNA companies provide the products and/or services described. The information is intended to present a general overview for illustrative purposes only. It is not intended to constitute a binding contract. Please remember that only the relevant insurance policy can provide the actual terms, coverages, amounts, conditions and exclusions for an insured. All products and services may not be available in all states. Any references to non-CNA Web sites are provided solely for convenience and CNA disclaims any responsibility with respect thereto. Use of the term “partnership” and/or “partner” should not be construed to represent a legally binding partnership. CNA is a service mark registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office. Copyright © 2014 CNA. All rights reserved. pcps3256
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